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Welcome to the first
edition of the Montpelian
In our first edition, our cover story
profiles the Jakarta Komodo Dragons, a
Rugby Club that was founded in 1971
and has been one of the cornerstones of
Jakarta Sports and Recreation since its
inception and is firmly embedded
within the Jakarta and Indonesian expat
community. Every year the Komodo
Dragns host a well attended 7s and 10s
tournament and the team travels
throughout South-East Asia regularly
for tournaments and tour matches.
From a sports perspective, we also
feature an info-graphic that displays
how dangerous rugby actually is.
From sports to alternative investments,
we feature an interview with whiskey
distributer Mr Ben Curtis of Malt Vault,
who distributes Glenfarclas whiskies
from Scotland to Singapore, Malaysia
and
Indonesia.
In
this
interview Ben will explain more on
the world of whiskey from an Asian
perspective. This section continues
with an interesting read on the history
of Brandy and concludes with a light
article on alternative investments.
Moving on from sports and alternative
investments to travel & tourism, an
article about Koh Samui will entertain
you with things to do, general
information and a recipe to make your
own signature Koh Samui dish.
Meanwhile, we would like to sincerely
thank all of you who recently took time
out of their busy schedules to complete
our online experience survey organized
by our Marketing Intern Ms. Minke
Hovingh.

We encourage all our
clients to provide
feedback on any aspect of
their experience with
Montpelier Malaysia
Wealth Management as
well as your feedback on
this first edition of
the Montpelian
In line with our genuine desire to
continually improve the experience you
have with Montpelier Malaysia Wealth
Management, your feedback is
considered extremely valuable. You
told us that you are seeing improvement
in our investment choices and product
offerings.

Stuart Williamson
Chief Executive Officer
Montpelier Malasysia

In terms of what you would like us to
focus on, you identified enhanced
competitiveness of product features
together with a more tailored approach
to your specific needs.
We will act upon these suggestions over
the second half of the year. Outside of
the survey we encourage all our clients
to provide feedback on any aspect of
their experience with Montpelier
Malaysia Wealth Management as well
as your feedback on this first edition of
the Montpelian.
With the school holidays in effect, we
would like to take this opportunity to
wish you and your family a happy
holiday.
Yours sincerely,

Montpelier Malaysia is an Affiliate Member of:
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Interview with Gareth Rae
1

We host a
7s tournament and a
10s tournament
every year, and both are
well attended by players
and spectators

Prior to moving over to Jakarta I did a
bit of research on the internet to see
what type of set up Rugby had out here
in Indonesia and I stumbled across the
Komodos. I was lucky enough that the
day after I arrived in Jakarta the
Komodos hosted an annual 7s
competition, so I turned up on a whim,
more to meet people than to play and
the rest is history (as they say….)
2

An interview with Gareth Rae
Jakarta Komodos Club Captain
Mobile: +62 815 1907 3804
Email: grae@jakartarugby.com
Jakarta Komodos Rugby Club
Jagorawi Golf and Country Club
Jalan Karanggan Raya
Cibinong - Bogor
Jakarta
Tel: +62 8151 907 3804
www.jakartarugby.com
4
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Founded in 1971, The Jakarta Komodo
Rugby Club (formerly ISCI Rugby) has
been one of the cornerstones of Jakarta
Sports and Recreation since its
inception and we are firmly embedded
in the expat community here in
Jakarta/Indonesia.
We host a 7s tournament and a 10s
tournament every year, and both are
well attended by players and spectators.
The team travels throughout South-East
Asia regularly for tournaments and tour
matches, travelling to Singapore, Hong
Kong, Vietnam, Thailand and throughout the Indonesia Archipelago - and we
also reciprocate by regularly hosting
touring teams.
Whilst we are by no means the biggest
club in the world, we punch above our
weight and embrace everything that
rugby stands for. We work hard, we
play harder and enjoy the camaraderie
that goes with being a Komodo.
"Blood, Sweat and a lot of Beers."

Many people in the region know the
Jakarta Komodos by their previous
name, the Jakarta ISCI Komodos.
Why are you now known only as the
Jakarta Komodos?
Yes, the Komodos had long been known
and associated with ISCI, but we moved
away from their grounds a few years
back for a number of reasons and thus
decided to cut all ties with the name and
ISCI. Shame really given the longstanding association and the history that goes
with it, but such is life and the ever
changing Jakarta life. We decided on
the Jakarta Komodos in case we needed
to move home again and low and
behold, we did!

Club Information

The Jakarta
Komodos
Rugby Club

The Jakarta Komodos have a long and
storied history here in Jakarta. When
did you first become aware of the
club, and when did you join?

3

Tell us a little bit about the Club, who
are your main participants?
The club is pretty diverse in that we
have a huge range of nationalities within
our playing ranks I think at the last
count we had 14 different countries
being represented which is great. Different backgrounds, different ages, but one
sport bringing us all together for some
tough times on the pitch and better
times off it.

4

We try and train 2/3 times a week,
weather and traffic dependant. We
train on a Tuesday and a Thursday at JIS
from 7pm and either train or play
matches out at Jagorawi Golf and
Country Club (our new home) on a
Saturday from 10:30am.
5
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Being a mostly expatriate side, we
imagine touring is a critical
component of your schedule – where
do you tour normally and how often
do you tour?
Touring is a huge and extremely vital
part of the clubs calendar. Given rugby
is still in its infancy in Indonesia we
need to try and find other teams to
compete against outside of the
archipelago. We partake in a
competition called the SEA Cup which
sees us travel to KL, Saigon, Manila and
Bangkok. But also go to Phuket, Hong
Kong, Laos and a few others. Any tour is
a good tour!

Any particularly lurid stories you can
share from any tours?
Oh sure, there was this one time when….
I am afraid what happens on tour stays
on tour. Everyone knows that!

What age groups?
We currently have a pretty big Junior
Section which is growing and great to
see. They just embarked on their first
ever tour to Malaysia and did a pretty
good job. So I imagine interest will grow
further. The Juniors currently range
from under 8s to under 14s (although we
do have some 5 year old turning up for a
run!) and the Senior team has guys from
the age of 16 to 50+ still turning out, but
we probably average out at about 34. I
would love for the club to get an under
18 side but school sport seems to restrict
us somewhat there.

6

What happens on tour
stays on tour.
Everyone knows that

How often do you train and where?

8

Jagorawi Golf & Country Club
sounds like a pretty exclusive venue –
tell us more about it and how the
Komodos have benefitted from the
relationship.
It truly is a great spot and we are pretty
lucky to have it as our home. You will be
hard pushed to find a better, more
scenic set up anywhere in Asia. Whilst
it is a little out of Jakarta, it is far easy to
get to than other grounds we have had
so that is a big plus. Edwin and Mira at
Jagorawi have been fantastic with the
club since we first signed the agreement
and I believe it is working both ways.
We are bringing more and more people
to their Country Club and not only have
they provided us with a great pitch, they
have also given us a club house that we
can run as we see fit and they are
currently carrying out the finishing
touches to a second pitch. With the
facilities at Jagorawi outside of rugby
(horse riding, swimming, golf, beauty
spa and running tacks etc) you really
can make a whole day of it and they will
even let you take the dog! Hopefully we
will call Jagorawi home for many a year
to come.
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Do the Jakarta Komodos host any significant local
tournaments?

11

Yes we do. Every year we host the Crown Jakarta
Komodos 10s competition in the first weekend of
May. The tournament has grown remarkably in size in
the last few years and it has turned into a real crowd
pleaser with teams coming from all over I n d o n e s i a t o
compete but also from within SE Asia. This year we
have 20 teams coming from Malaysia, Singapore, Hong
Kong and Indonesia. It is a full day and free to spectators so come on down to Jagorawi. There shall be plenty
of vendors there too so it is no problem to grab some
food and drink whilst watching the rugby unfold.
10 The Jakarta Komodos have built a fairly impressive
track record locally and regionally – has your club
served as a springboard for any players into other
local, regional or even international tournaments?
Each year the Komodos are lucky enough to have a
handful of guys selected to play for the national team.
We had 5 players (including captain, Daniel Nugroho)
play for the XV a-side team (known as the Rhinos) in
the 2012 Asian 5 Nations and we also had 6 players
selected to represent the National 7 a-side team (known
as the Harimau) in the Singapore 7s which doubled up
as a World Cup Qualifier where the top 3 ranked team
have gone on to compete in the 2013 7s World Cup in
Moscow.

6
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As a part of PRUI, the Indonesian Rugby Union, how do
the Jakarta Komodos help to promote local rugby
development?
This is done in a variety of different ways. As mentioned we
run a very successful Junior Rugby section and host one of
the two main tournaments run in Indonesia (the other
being in Bali). If it was not for these two comps, the amount
of playing time would actually be pretty limited at the
senior level. The majority of us stay within the game
because we love it and a lot of the guys can be seen running
ad hoc coaching sessions or pitching in refereeing when
needed. There is no better way to promote the game than by
driving awareness of it and that is something we are trying
hard to do by being the most active club in Indonesia in
terms of player numbers and fixtures.

12

Do the Jakarta Komodos keep in touch with older
members and original founders?
We certainly try to. I guess we lost a few with the change of
name but we are lucky enough to still have a couple of the
originals still part of the club. I won’t name them and show
their age, but one of them was the “Stongest Man in
Indonesia,” albeit self acclaimed. We actually have a fun
game on the 13th of April down at Jagorawi at 4pm against
the “originals” and this is seeing many of them travel from
overseas to lace up the boots one last time, drink with boys
afterwards and reminisce about battles on the field. That is
what the club and the game is all about.

13 We’ve noticed that every Jakarta Komodos player jersey,
including those for the Juniors, has a black armband, some
names and the words “Lest We Forget” – tell us about this.
We would rather not have the black arm band to be honest. Or we
would certainly rather not have been part of that day. We will however always wear a black arm band as a mark of respect for our 6
fallen brothers that were killed in the Bali bombing on the
12.10.2002. It is a special honour for all of us as we share the legacy
of Scott Lysaght, Merv Popadynec, Rob Thwaites, Jamie
Wellington, Nathan Swain, Ben Roberts who unfortunately went
away on tour with the Komodos and never came home to their
loved ones. Whether we are conscious of it or not, each time we
take field for a training, each time we line up for a kick-off, each
time we board a flight for a tour, each time we gather to celebrate
a birthday, each time our families join together for a brunch, each
time we head out for a night on the town as a team, we do so
carrying on the proud tradition of those who have come and gone
before us.
14 And what position do you play?
I play Fly Half, which is the number 10, or the outside half…or First
Five, depending on where you are from!
15 Any chance you’ll let somebody else take over the vaunted 10
Jersey?
Hahaha, yeah for sure... when the right guy comes along…nah who I
am kidding, it will need to be torn from my back!"
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Just How

DANGEROUS
IS
RUGBY?
8
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The Malt Vault
An interview with Ben Curtis
Whisky Importer
Tel : +601 6679 2560
Tel : +44 131 2080 908
Skype : malt_vault
www.maltvault.com.sg

10
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A growing Asian whisky market
The whisky market in Asia is rapidly growing. Key markets here are
experiencing increasing demand that has led companies to channel
larger distribution volumes to meet the thirsty and increasingly
affluent masses in these areas. One such market is Singapore. In 2012,
Singapore was the third largest importer of whisky in the world,
experiencing 44% growth in value of whisky imports from the
previous year. Though most of the whisky is then re-exported around
the region, whisky consumption in Singapore has also grown
tremendously, leading the smaller, more boutique brands of whisky
to expand their interests into the local market. One such brand is
Glenfarclas, a family-owned yet highly rated whisky producer from
the Speyside region in the Highlands of Scotland. In this article, we
interview Ben Curtis, whose company Malt Vault distributes
Glenfarclas whiskies to Singapore and Indonesia.

2

Glenfarclas is unique in that it is still
family-managed and family-run and has
been for 176 years. Today, it is being run
by the sixth generation of the same
family. In fact I don’t know any other
distillery that is still in this position.
Their family values are very strong and
this is reflected in the whisky they
produce. They have not changed the
style of their whisky and still mature the
majority of their whisky in the best
quality sherry casks they can find,
rather than bourbon barrels which a lot
of the whisky industry now use for their
maturation.

I love sherried whisky, and
from the 8 Year Old
through to the 40 Year
Old, every one of the
whiskies has its own
character and suits
different occasions

1

It is definitely an exciting time to be
involved in the world of whisky,
especially in Asia, tell us more about
how you came to know about whisky
and how you got into the business.
It was a bit by accident really. I come
from a property and alternative investment background. After dealing with
fine wine investments in Hong Kong a
few years ago, I got the taste for ‘liquid
investments’. After moving to Malaysia
with my property business I was
approached by a Local Singaporean
Whisky importer who needed to raise
funds for stock in Singapore. Using my
contacts I began by offering Single Malt
whisky investments and this has snowballed into distribution for Southeast
Asia. Today, we represent two very well
known distilleries as their distributor in
Singapore and Indonesia.

The world of Scotch whisky is diverse
with over a hundred malt whisky
distilleries. Tell us more about
Glenfarclas distillery and the style
they make.

33

What about Glenfarclas do you
particularly like? What made you
choose this distillery as your brand of
choice?
I love sherried whisky, and from the 8
Year Old through to the 40 Year Old,
every one of the whiskies has its own
character and suits different occasions. I
have to say that what I like the most is
that you can taste the passion that is put
into producing a quality product that is
not masked by fancy packaging. This
gives the brand a purity that is hard to
beat.
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You can expect more
Glenfarclas tastings and
may be able to find it on
some airlines, if you are
lucky enough to travel
business class!

4

Singapore has one of the fastest-growing whisky
markets in the region, what are your views on this
market? Do you see potential for even more growth?
Singapore is, for sure, a very fast growing market, and is
a showcase for many a rare and hard to find whisky. The
market in Singapore and the demand for a good dram is
currently being met by a fair amount of fantastic whisky
bars and stores, with new ones opening every couple of
months. I think Singapore can sustain this growth as
long as it keeps up with providing good whisky education. it is really good to see a younger crowd really
appreciating “the Water of life”. We are also seeing a
steady growth in Malaysia with bars such as the
Boardroom opening up in Melaka only a few months
ago and WTF, a small speak easy opening up in
Bangsar. Indonesia is not far behind, with a couple of
new whisky bars opening in the past few months.

5
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Tell us more about the future plans you have for the
whiskies of Glenfarclas. Will we see more whiskies
from this distillery in Singapore? What new
products do you have in the pipeline?
The plans for Glenfarclas are fairly simple. We will be
listing the product in more 5 star venues as well as
seeking the funky and fashionable outlets that give the
brand the right image. You can expect more Glenfarclas
tastings and may be able to find it on some airlines, if
you are lucky enough to travel business class!
We are also planning to have a few more showcases of
the Family Casks and some very rare limited releases
available in selected establishments.

Where do you feel Glenfarclas stands in Singapore's
whisky market? Do you see it as a versatile brand
that suits all types of drinkers or do you see it more
of a premium product?
Glenfarclas has shown steady growth over the past few
years, but is now really starting to appeal to the local
crowd. At the moment I would say that the whisky
community are aware of the brand, but it is in no way
mainstream. We are looking for new venues to list the
product all the time but don’t want to place the brand
in the lower end, it deserves to be at the higher end of
the market, Having said that Glenfarclas has a fantastic
range of whisky to suit all budgets, from the younger
whiskies like the 8YO, 10YO, 12YO and 15YO
expressions to the older ones like the 17YO, 21YO,
25YO, 30YO and 40YO. Not to mention the Family cask
range which are Single cask bottlings from Glenfarclas.
They are one of the only distilleries that have been able
to offer 45 consecutive years of limited edition bottles
from 1953-1997 without any gaps!

12
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Tell us about your favourite Glenfarclas whisky and
why you like it.
I tend to follow the masses with this one and really
enjoy the 15 year old, not only is it one of the best priced
but in my opinion the most rounded and balanced.
Second to this would be the 105 cask strength, though it
is bottled at 60% alc/vol and packs a punch, it does so
ever so softly!

Recent
visit to the
Glenfarclas
distillery
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Back in the 16th century the straightforward Dutch traders
used a word “ brandewijn” to describe the French and Spanish
wine. But 8 centuries earlier Arab alchemists were already
experimenting with distilling grapes and other fruits in order
to make medicinal spirits. Their knowledge and techniques
soon spread beyond the borders of Islam, appearing in Spain
and Ireland via missionary monks.
There are three commonly known types of Brandy. With all,
grapes are either pressed or crushed to extract the maximum
juice for wine.

Grape Brandy

Grape Brandy is distilled from fermented grape juice or not
pressed grape pulp and skin. Then it is aged in oak casks
which colors the spirit.
Berries to produce Fruit
Brandies are soaked in a high proof spirit to extract their
flavor. Raw tasting Grappa is the best know example of
minimally aged Pormace Brandy.

French Brandies

The best known type of French Brandies in the world is
Cognac. Because there are no age statements on Cognacs, the
industry has adopted some generally accepted terms to differentiate Cognacs. The aging time varies from
4 to 20 years or older. V.S. very superior; V.S.P. very superior
pale, V.S.O.P. very superior old pale, X.O./Luxury extra old.
Armagnac is the oldest type of Brandy in France, dating back
to the early 15th century. The Armagnac is an ancient
province of Gascony in the southwest corner of France. The
best Armagnacs are aged in casks made from the local
Monlezun oak.

Spanish Brandies

Spanish Brandies are made in different parts of the country
but with wines that may be produced elsewhere in Spain.
Southwestern Sherry house produces Brandy de Jerez. The
lush, slightly sweet and fruity note come not only from aging
in a series of large Sherry casks, called buts, each holding a
slightly older spirit than the previous one, but also from the
judicious use of fruit-based flavor concentrates and oak
essence. Northeastern Catalonia near Barcelona creates
Penedès Brandy. Modeled after Cognacs it is made from a mix
of regional grapes. Torres is probably the most known local
producer.

14
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Italian Brandies

Italian Brandies have a long history of
production dating back to at least the
16th century, but unlike Spain or France
there are no specific Brandy producing
regions. In Italy Brandies are made from
regional wine grapes, and most are
produced in column stills, although
there are now a number of small
artisanal producers using pot stills.
They are aged in oak for a minimum of
one to two years. Italian Brandies tend
to be on the light and delicate side with
a touch of residual sweetness.

Pomace Brandies

Getting to grips with Grappa. Italy
produces a substantial amount of
Grappa, both of the raw, firewater
variety and the more elegant, artisanal
efforts that are made from one
designated grape type and frequently
packaged in hand-blown bottles. Both
types of Grappa can be unaged or aged
for a few years in old casks that will
tame the hard edge of the spirit without
imparting much flavor or color. United
States and Canada also produce grappa
broadly in the Italian style and call it
Grappas.

German Brandies

German monks were distilling German
Brandies in the 15 century and the
German distillers had organized their
own guild as early as 1588. Imported
wine rather than the more valuable local
varieties was always used to produce
brandy. The best German Brandies are
smooth, somewhat lighter than Cognac,
and finish with a touch of sweetness.

Latin American Brandies

In Mexico a surprising amount of wine
is made, but it is little known outside of
the country because most of it is used
for Brandy production. Brandy even
outsells tequila and rum in Mexico.

United States Brandies

Brandy production in California dates
back to the Spanish missions in the late
18th and early 19th centuries. In the
years following the Civil War, Brandy
became a major industry. Leland
Stanford,
founder
of
Stanford
University, was the worlds largest
brandy
producer.
Contemporary
California Brandies are made primarily
in column stills from table grape
varieties such as the Thompson Seedless
and Flame Tokay, although a handful of
small new-generation Cognac-inspired
pot distillers, such as Jepson and RMS,
are using the classic Ugni Blanc,
Colombard, and Folle Blanche grapes.
California Brandies do not use quality
designations such as V.S.O.P. or stars.

Other Brandies from around
the world

Greece produces the well-known
Metaxa Brandy. It can be flavored with
Muscat wine, anise, or other spices.
Brandy production in Israel dates back
only to the 1880s. It is made in the
manner of Cognac from Colombard
grapes, with distillation in both pot and
column stills and maturation in French
Limousin oak casks. In the Caucasus
region, the ancient nations of Georgia
and Armenia draw on monastic
traditions to produce rich, intensely
flavored pot still Brandies both from
local grapes and from such imported
varieties as Muscadine (from France),
Sercial and Verdelho (most famously
from Madeira). South Africa has
produced Brandies since the arrival of
the first Dutch settlers in the 17th
century, but these early spirits from the
Cape Colony earned a reputation for
being harsh firewater (witblits, white
lightning, was a typical nickname).
Modern South African Brandies,
produced in both pot and column stills,
and aged for a minimum of three years in
oak.

Apple and Other Fruit
Brandies

Normandy is one of the few regions in
France that does not have a substantial
grape wine industry. Instead it is apple
country, with a substantial tradition of
producing hard and sweet cider that in
turn can be distilled into an Apple
Brandy known as Calvados. The local
cider apples, which tend to be small and
tart, are closer in type to crab apples
than to modern table apples. All
varieties of Calvados are aged in oak
casks for a minimum of two years.
Cognac-style quality and age terms such
as V.S.O.P. and Hors d’Age are
frequently used on labels. In the United
States, Applejack, as Apple Brandy is
called locally, is thought by many to be
the first spirit produced in the British
colonies. This colonial tradition has
continued on the East Coast with the
Lairds Distillery in New Jersey - the
oldest distillery in America. Apple Brandies that are more like eau-de-vie are
produced in California and Oregon.

German monks were
distilling German Brandies
in the 15 century and the
German distillers had
organized their own guild
as early as 1588
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Alternative
Investments
Investing in wines, arts, antiques, cars and even in MBA
students is becoming more popular now that the Isa
rates are so poor. The last year classic car prices exceeded
gold prices and beat their return on equities. (Figures
from the Historic Automobile Group International
showed that some segments of the classic car market
rose by 20% in 2011, compared with 10% rise in gold
prices. This shows that it is not surprising there has been
a renewed interest in alternative investments such as
classic cars.)
Many of these alternative investments have a high
minimum investment and fee structures compared to
ETFs and funds. They are subjected to less regulation
however they have less opportunity to publish verifiable
performance data.
Especially now, in times of economic uncertainty there is
often increased demand for physical assets that have
some intrinsic value. In special those with a high
rarity/scarcity. This helped to raise the prices of rare
stamps, art, antiques fine wines art and classic cars, as
well as gold.
What is it about the transformation from a grape into an
alcoholic beverage that warrants such value? If there is
one thing people know about wine is that some bottles
are quite valuable, especially the old ones. A lot of factors
play a roll until these bottles become of this value. The
soil and climate should be good but the most
important part is the skills of the winemaker. However
when quality is determined, it is price that is considered
the final indicator of quality. As wine ages they may
increase in quality, and in scarcity, thus increasing in
value.

Investing in wines, and any other alternative investments
demands great knowledge of the subject. The costs of storing
a wine should be considered just as the costs of the insurance
and storage for a car. These costs, especially when investing
in wines, can turn a ROI of 15% in to 12% and 6,5% to even a
loss of 100%. It all depends on the wine.
Unlike most investments, when you liquidate wine, you can
do it through the actual depletion of stocks, that is, you can
drink it. Sharing a well aged wine with friends can not be
expressed.
Many of these alternative investments are bought by
collectors and enthusiasts. These investments should be
rated very different than normal investments. Whether you
are talking about Manets, Margaux or Morgans, the prices
can be dictated by fashion, which can work against the
investor. However if collecting classic cars and vintage wines
is your hobby it can be a great way to combine this hobby
with investing and eventually earning money.

Unlike most investments,
when you liquidate wine,
you can do it through the
actual depletion of stocks,
that is, you can drink it
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Sawatdee
Welcome
to Koh Samui
Has a nice ring to it doesn’t it? Koh Samui (occasionally
spelled Ko Samui) is an island of natural beauty and charm,
a place where you can have your holiday anyway you like
it, kicked back and relaxed or active and fast paced.
Beautiful white sand beaches, clean, clear warm water;
lush tropical gardens and gentle ocean breezes await you
at this ideal holiday destination. If you love the beach, this
is the place for you!
Twenty years ago, only a few intrepid backpackers visited
the island. Today, Koh Samui is a cosmopolitan melting
pot, attracting budget travellers staying for a month or
two in simple beachside fan bungalows, to the mega rich,
dropping in for a weekend at a luxury resort or villa on the
beach.
Koh Samui is unique among Thailand's islands in
maintaining a broad appeal for everyone. This helps to give
the distinctive relaxed atmosphere that sets it apart.
Everyone is welcome.

Koh Samui weather is almost always beautiful. Blue sky
days and a nice ocean breeze are the norm. For the
purists, late December to the end of March is the ideal
tropical island weather experience.
Some like it hot! If so, April to June is the time to really
bake. Some like it wet! Try mid-October to early
December

Koh Samui is an island of
natural beauty and charm.
If you love the beach, this
is the place for you!

18
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Getting here is easy – just a short 80 minute flight from
Bangkok, but literally a world away from the action
packed streets of the capital city.

Top 10 Things
to Do in
Koh Samui
1

Big Buddha
On the northern coast of Koh Samui is the famous Big
Buddha shrine. Probably Samui's most well known
landmark, the 12 metre high golden Buddha can be seen
from several kilometres away. Inside the surrounding
temple are many different shrines and other smaller
ornate Buddhas. There is also a small market selling a
wide range of lucky charms and other souvenirs,
alongside numerous food stalls.

2

Angthong National Marine Park
Ang Thong National Marine Park is a pristine
archipelago of 42 islands in the Gulf of
Thailand with towering limestone mountains,
thick jungle, white-sand beaches, fertile
mangroves, waterfalls and hidden coves and
lakes to explore. Within sight of Koh Samui,
Ang Thong park is a protected area of more
than 100sqkm of land and sea, and home to a
rich variety of exotic wildlife and sea creatures.

3

Na muang Waterfall Nathon
Although Samui has several waterfalls, the two
Na Muang waterfalls are probably the most
picturesque. The name Na Muang refers to the
massive purple rocks at the waterfalls. Rocks
and tree roots form a natural staircase that
leads to the base of Na Muang 1. A large natural
pool sits under the waterfall. A 10-minute walk
further up the mountain leads to Samui's most
beautiful waterfall, Na Muang 2.

4

Hin Ta and Hin Yai
Art often imitates Nature, but less common is
Nature imitating Art, especially the art of the
ribald. But in Thailand anything is possible
including, on Koh Samui, the natural
geological formations known as Hin Ta and
Hin Yai Rocks (the Grandpa and Grandma
rocks), which look, respectively, like male and
female genitalia.
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5

Mummy Monk at Wat Khunaram Lamai

8

Secret Buddha Garden is hidden away high in the hills in
Koh Samui's interior, offering majestic views and an
unusual collection of statues amid lush jungle surrounds.
The gardens are a creation of an old Samui fruit farmer, Nim
Thongsuk, who in 1976 began erecting several statues and
temples around his family's verdant land.

The body of Samui's most famous mummified monk there really are several - Luang Pordaeng is on display
here. Luang Pordaeng died over 20 years ago and as per
his instructions, his body was placed in a specially
designed glass case for posterity. It has remained there
ever since and has showed few signs of decay.
6

Samui Aquarium with Tiger Show Hua Tanon

9

Ladyboy Cabaret Shows Chaweng Beach
10
Ladyboy Cabarets might not be everyone's cup of tea
but for fans, Chaweng Beach has plenty to choose from!
Thailand's katoeys or the 'third sex' are world famous,
partly because there are so many of them and also
because they are so feminine. In fact it can be difficult to
tell if the beautiful young lady paying you attention was
a lady at birth... as many a surprised tourist has
discovered.

20

Snake Farm Baan Taling Ngam
Some of the most famous scary and poisonous snakes in
Asia are goaded into action by experienced snake wranglers, who dodge and weave, duck and dive, as the snakes
try to grab their attention. A must-see for almost anyone
visiting the island. Also includes displays of centipedes and
scorpions, as well as demonstrations of Thai Cock Fighting.
The programs are both informative and entertaining in
typical Thai style.

Both the aquarium and the zoo have many of Thailand's
tropical favourites above and below the water. Lots of
coral fish, huge catfish and several sharks including
Leopard and Black Tips Samui's local zoo adjacent to
the aquarium, house some south-eastern Asian tigers,
parrots, hornbills, sea hawks, eagles or even otters who
will perform for you .... if they are in the mood.
7

Secret Buddha Garden Hills of Samui
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Wat Plai Laem Big Buddha Beach
Located near the Big Buddha in the north of the island, Wat
Plai Laem is a colourful and interesting, newly constructed
Buddhist Temple. The temple features very ornate decor
and art, an 18-arm image of Guanyin - the Goddess of Mercy
- and a large white Chinese Buddha set on the lake. If you
donate money for the upkeep of the temple you'll be given a
bag of food to throw to the teeming fish in the lake.

Salad
300g medium rice noodles
1 clove of garlic
1 thumb-sized piece of ginger
6 ripe cherry tomatoes
1 fresh red chilli
½ a bunch of fresh basil
1 heaped tsp golden caster sugar
3 tbsp fish sauce
2 tbsp sesame oil
3 limes
1 bunch of radishes
2 carrots
½ a cucumber
1 bulb of fennel
½ a white cabbage
100g cooked peeled prawns

KOH SAMUI SALAD,
CHILLI TOFU & THAI
NOODLES

Garnish
100g shelled peanuts
2 tbsp sesame seeds
1 tsp sesame oil
3 dried kaffir lime leaves
1 bunch of fresh mint
350g silken tofu
1 tbsp sweet chilli sauce
Ingredients out - Kettle boiled Medium frying pan, low heat - Food
processor (bowl blade & fine slicer)

START COOKING
Put the noodles in a bowl and cover with boiling water, mixing up regularly to separate - In the frying pan, toast the peanuts
and sesame seeds with the sesame oil and crumbled lime leaves until golden, tossing often - Put the peeled garlic and ginger,
tomatoes, chilli and top leafy half of the basil into the processor with the sugar, fish sauce, sesame oil and juice of 3 limes, then
blitz until fine
With the dressing still in the processor, swap to the fine slicer and slice the radishes, trimmed carrots, cucumber, quartered
fennel and wedged-up cabbage - Tip it all into a big bowl, scrunch and dress the salad quite roughly with clean hands, then
have a taste and tweak the flavours if needed
Drain the noodles, add to the salad bowl with the prawns, and toss together - Rip off the top leafy half of the mint, roughly chop
it and scatter over the top - Cut the tofu into 2cm chunks and pile in the middle of the salad drizzled with chilli sauce - Scatter
over the toasted nuts and serve with lime wedges
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Sawatdee
You may see this written as sawasdee,
sawatdii or a number of different ways.
It’s a greeting that can be used to say
hello, good day, good morning, good
afternoon and goodbye, so it’s a useful
word to learn. Always say sawatdee in
conjunction with the polite article,
khap or ka (see number 2 below).
Females say sawatdee ka and males say
sawatdee khap.

2

Khap and Ka
This is a polite syllable that has no real
direct translation in English. Men say
khap (sometimes khrap, but in everyday
speech it usually becomes khap) and
women say ka. If you listen to Thai
people speak you will hear it frequently
at the end of sentences. Its use denotes
manners and respect, so get in the habit
of using it if you are learning any Thai
even if it’s just for your 2 week holiday
or vacation. There is a Thai word for
please, but it isn’t used in the same
context as it is in English. For example,
if you are at a restaurant and you want
to say ‘the bill please’ you would say
‘kep tang khap’ (if you are a man) and
‘kep tang ka’ if you are a woman.
(Just to confuse matters slightly for
women, ka has two different tones. It’s
used with a falling tone unless you are
using it at the end of a question when it
becomes a high tone. The difference can
be difficult to pick up, but listen enough
to Thai women and you will spot it.)

9 Useful Thai
Phrases
Even if you are only in Thailand
for a few weeks, if you can learn a
few words of the Thai language it
can be amazing the difference it
can make to your interaction
with the locals. Naturally, you
have to be realistic; if you haven’t
learnt Thai before it’s going to be
difficult. At first you will almost
certainly mispronounce words,
but don’t let that stop you from
trying. If nothing else, it will
make people laugh and be sanuk.
I found my first fumbling
attempts at Thai to be a great
ice-breaker.
22
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Sabai Dii
Another greeting you will hear a lot is
sabai dii. A person may ask you ‘Sabai
dii mai?’ (‘How are you/Are you well?’).
Khap or ka may be added on to this so
you may hear ‘Sabai dii mai khap/ka?’
Respond by saying ‘Sabai dii khap/ka’ (‘I
am well thank you/I’m fine thank you’).
Of course you can always say ‘mai sabai’
(‘not well’), but then expect the follow
up question, ‘thamay mai sabai?’ (‘why
aren’t you well?’). If you’re confident
that you can convey the fact that you’ve
got the hangover from hell or you spent
half the night sitting on the toilet after
eating that extra spicy green curry, then
go ahead. Responding with sabai dii is
usually easier.

4

Khun
This is another polite word that
precedes a persons name and can also be
used when trying to get somebody’s
attention. Thai people don’t tend to
address people (Thai or foreign) by their
surname. Instead they use the first name
preceded by the title khun. So if your
name is David Smith you will probably
be referred to as Khun David or even
Mister David. If you return the compliment you will immediately win respect.
For instance, the receptionist at your
hotel has a name badge which says Noy.
If you want to say good morning, use a
big smile and say ‘Sawatdee khap/ka
khun Noy’.
Some Thai people struggle when it
comes to using the correct form of
address in English for addressing
women. So, if you are called Mary,
regardless of your marital status you
may hear Khun Mary, Miss Mary, Mrs
Mary and quite possibly Mister Mary,
so try not to be offended!
If you are at a restaurant and want to get
the attention of the waiter or waitresses
you can say ‘khun khap’ or ‘khun ka’.
This is very polite and will be
appreciated. If you listen to Thai people
calling to the waiter or waitress you will
probably hear them say something
entirely different. Phrases like ‘nong’,
‘pii’ or ‘nuu’ may be used depending on
the age of the person whose attention
they are seeking. These terms are also
polite but are very Thai and they can be
a minefield of embarrassment if you get
them wrong. That’s why I would advise
using the all encompassing ‘khun
khap/ka’ as a much safer option.

Some Thai people struggle
when it comes to using
the correct form of
address in English for
addressing women

5

Aroy
Thai people love their food. They will
also want you to love their food. If you
can tell the restaurant owner, the cook
or the waitress that the food was
delicious – aroy – you are likely to
receive a warm welcome the next time
you go back. And even if it wasn’t
delicious, smile say ‘aroy’ and don’t go
back there again! Bending the truth and
flattery are common in Thailand so
don’t worry too much about the
occasional white lie.
Try stopping at a street stall or hawker
cart and point at something you like the
look of. Hand over your 10 or 20 Baht
and take a bite. If it’s good, smile and say
‘aroy’. Congratulations, you’ve just
made a new friend in Thailand.

6

Phet
The more words you can learn about
food the better. Thailand is a nation
obsessed with food and any visitor can’t
help but notice it. It’s also impossible to
ignore the fact that Thais like their food
spicy – phet. In fact they like it really
spicy – phet mak. As a foreigner you
won’t be expected to eat some of the
food that Thai people do. Don’t be afraid
to ask for something ‘mai phet’ (‘not
spicy’) or ‘phet nit nawy’ (‘a little bit
spicy’).

7

Check Bin and Kep Tang
Both may be used when asking to settle
your bill at a bar or restaurant. It’s more
common to hear check bin in bars and
kep tang in restaurants, but both should
be understood. Don’t forget your khap
or ka at the end of it; ‘check bin khap’ (if
you are male) ‘check bin ka’ (if you are
female).

If it’s good, smile and say
‘aroy’. Congratulations,
you’ve just
made a new friend

8

Sanuk
I’ve written about this word before, and
you may yourself being asked ‘sanuk
mai?’ (‘having fun?/are you enjoying
yourself?’). Respond by saying ‘sanuk’ or
‘sanuk mak’ (‘It’s a lot of fun/I’m really
enjoying myself.’)

9

Narak
Often pronounced as nalak, this
basically means cute. It’s not an obvious
word for first time visitors to learn and
usually pleasantly surprises Thai people
when they hear a foreigner use it in the
right context. Let me give you a real life
example. Last year my sister was visiting and we were in Krabi on Nopparat
Thara beach. A woman holding a baby
walks past and there are smiles all
round and I say ‘narak’ referring to the
baby. After plenty of ‘khop khun ka’s’
from the mother and ‘thamay phut thai
dai’ (why can you speak Thai?), I’m
invited to join the rest of the family
eating their picnic. I’m not suggesting
that this happens every time, but it does
illustrate two things; Thais love flattery
(don’t we all) and they love their
children.
Narak can also be used when talking
about a woman or man (or ladyboy if
that’s your bag) you find attractive.
There are other words for beautiful or
handsome, but telling somebody they
are narak is a nice compliment.
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DEVINE SCUBA
DIVING

Neptune has a gifted Malaysia with some of the best Scuba
Diving sites,. Garden of the marine gods, it is no surprise to see
the industry rise and divers from all around the world are now
discovering the wonders of the silent world.
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Whether you are a confirmed diver or a beginner,
Malaysia’s underwater world has something special to
offer for everybody. Coral gardens, reefs, drift dives,
wrecks or deep dives, just pick and choose. If Borneo is
heaven for the experiences aficionados, the Malaysian
East Coast is the dedicated playground for first timers.

Borneo
Famous for its reefs and cliff dives, Sipadan is the place
to be. Surrounded by 600-metres deep canyons, the
protected island offers a biodiversity unequalled in the
area. With more than 3,000 registered species, Sipadan
is rapidly becoming the Mecca of scuba diving. Turtles,
sharks, bump heads, giant garupas and barracudas will
welcome and entertain you every time you get in their
world. Dive sites like Barracuda Point, Turtle Patch and
White Tip Avenue are considered the best sites in the
world!
For experienced divers, Turtle Tomb, a majestic 200
metre long network of caves will offer a once in a
lifetime experience. If Sipadan is now protected and
forbidden for overnight stays, Mabul Island is the R&R
spot in the area. Only 20 minutes away from Sipadan;
Mabul offers a variety of resorts but also numerous dive
sites. And here, it’s a totally different experience. If
Sipadan is renowned for its “big” marine population.
Mabul is heaven for macro diversity. Although very
discreet, it is not rare to spot the famous Mandarin Fish,
Frog Fish, seahorse and hundreds of different nudi
branchs.
Only a short boat rip away, lays Kapalai. With its
shallow and sandy bottom, it is spectacular residence
for cuttle fish and amazing colorful species. The resort
entirely on stilts is the perfect getaway for romantic
escapades.

Layang Layang is home to
great variety of sea life
where turtles, triggerfish
and the majestic manta
rays are quite common.
For the lucky ones, whale
sharks can sometime
visit the area
On the other side of Borneo, Layang Layang is meant to
be the best place to spot hammerhead sharks. The
island is still a little gem, surrounded by clear water,
pristine reefs and some of the most breath-taking,
heart-stopping diving opportunities. The fact that the
coral atoll is situated in deep water gives rise to some
outstanding wall diving and encounters with pelagic
species which gather here for their mating rituals. However, diving in Layang Layang can be quite challenging
yet varied.
With pristine reefs, that drop down as sheer walls into
the abyss covered with splendid examples of healthy
hard corals, Layang Layang is home to great variety of
sea life where turtles, triggerfish and the majestic manta
rays are quite common. For the lucky ones, whale
sharks can sometime visit the area.

Turtles, sharks, bump
heads, giant garupas and
barracudas will welcome
and entertain you
every time you get
in their world
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Peninsula Malaysia

A Day Trip from Kuala Lumpur

The island lay some 20km off Kuala Besut on the
Peninsula Malaysia’s northeastern coast. They form the
northernmost part of Terengganu Marine Park, which
also comprise a number of other islands;Pulau Lang
Tengah, Pulau Redang, Pulau Bidong and Pulau Teng
gol.
Perhentian Island is surrounded by warm, crystal clear
water filled with a great variety of brilliantly coloured
tropical fish and coral reefs offering excellent diving and
snorkeling in an extremely idyllic and laid back setting.

If getting up early is no issue for you, then there is a
great opportunity for the KL divers. Jump in your car
around four in the morning, and head towards Lumut.
You could be diving about four hour later. The Sembilan
Islands are located off the west coast of peninsular
Malaysia about 15 nautical miles from Pulau Pangkor
and are accessed by boat from the mainland. There are
several dive sites around the nine islands, with more yet
to be discovered. Marine live is prolific and coral reefs
are healthy. However, visibility can be challenging. You
will need to check the weather before heading there.

The island comprises two main islands-Perhentian
Besar (Big Island) and Perhentian Kecil (Small Island).
Both surrounded by beautiful white sandy beaches and
brilliant rock formation.

The best time to dive around the Sembilan Island is
November to March which is opposite season to the
east coast of Malaysia and makes it popular with divers
when the east coast is closed.

There are more than 20 popular dive sites just around
Perhentian Island itself. From a nice relaxing reef dive
to an adventurous shipwrecks and deep dives.

A popular dive site is White Rock with steep walls that
drop to 40 metres and are covered with coral and
seafans. Large schools of snapper and trevallys can be
seen,plus parrotfish, angelfish, butterflyfish, wrase,
triggerfish and morish idols.

If Perhentian and its sometimes crowded dive sites are
not too much to your liking, Redang and Tioman offer a
great alternative. Combining idyllic dive spots for
beginners and more challenging ones for tech enthusiasts, Tioman and Redang are the perfect islands for a
family holiday. Tiger Reef is the spot not to miss when
in the area, as well as the Sugar Wreck. Only 16 metres
deep, Tiger Reef offers an array of breathtaking coral
sculptures while Sugar Wreck is a beautiful sunken
cargo ship, but only available for confirmed divers.

Between the islands, a heavy current flow through the
channel, attracting larger pelagis like barracuda. On
fringing reefs, turtles and moray eels are numerous.
Many types of shrimps, gobies and blennies. Seahorses
can be spotted by the eagle-eyed diver.
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Worth knowing
Pay no tax, live abroad... and get a UK pension
Taxpayers are funding state pensions for hundreds of thousands of people who live abroad and have
never paid tax in this country, a minister has disclosed.
Steve Webb, the pensions minister, said
that those receiving British pensions
overseas include many foreign citizens
who have “never set foot in Britain at
all”.
The pensions can be worth £3,500 a year
for the entire length of a person’s retirement, and are costing taxpayers £410
million a year — a rise of more than a
third
over
the
past
decade.
Mr Webb revealed the figures ahead of
this week’s Queen’s Speech, which will
include a proposed law that will stop
new claims for such pensions.
The situation arises because of rules
that allow spouses to claim a “married
person’s allowance” based on their
husband or wife’s history of National
Insurance contributions. The working
spouse can receive their state
entitlement too.
While claims for a “married person’s
pension” are falling in the UK, the
number of such pensions paid to people
abroad has risen steadily.
There are 220,000 people living outside
the UK who receive some sort of state
pension based solely on their spouse’s
British work history. That is unaccept
able, the minister said.
He said: “Most people would think, you
pay National Insurance, you get a
pension. But folk who have never been
here but happen to be married to someone who has are getting pensions.”
Mr Webb also warned that many
middle-class workers are not saving
enough for retirement and face a steep
drop in their living standards after they
stop work. In response, he said, employees should sign up to “automatic escalation” deals where they commit money
from future pay rises to their pensions.

The new flat-rate pension
“is for individuals, it’s not
based on your spouse, it’s
just for you”
Mr Webb spoke to The Daily Telegraph
as the Coalition prepares to publish the
Pensions Bill in the Queen’s Speech.
Wednesday’s speech will be the
Coalition’s first set-piece opportunity
to respond to the political concerns
raised by the rise of the UK
Independence Party in last week’s local
elections. Insiders say the speech will
contain a modest package of measures.
Among the Bills, the one that will be
given the most prominence by ministers
is an Immigration Bill to curb access to
public services by Romanians and
Bulgarians arriving here from next year.

A Consumer Rights Bill will also give
shoppers more protection when they
buy digital downloads online, while
householders will also be given the
chance to claim redress against cowboy
builders.
The Pensions Bill will create a new
flat-rate state pension of about £7,000 a
year for everyone in Britain who spends
at least 35 years working or caring for
children or the elderly. The new pension
system, in place from 2016, will do away
with several aspects of the current
regime, including rules allowing people
to claim a pension based on their
spouse’s history.
The new flat-rate pension “is for
individuals, it’s not based on your
spouse, it’s just for you”, Mr Webb said.
Existing pensions will be unaffected,
but the change will prevent new claims
for pensions that cannot be justified, he
said.
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“Women married to British men, we are getting more of
them claiming a pension based on his record. In some cases,
they have never set foot in Britain at all.
“There are women who have never been to Britain claiming
on their husband’s record. There are also men who have
never been to Britain claiming on their wife’s record.”
He added: “Say you are an American man and you marry a
British woman, you can claim, if she has a full record of
contributions, a pension of £3,500 a year for your entire
retirement having never paid a penny in National Insurance.
“Most people would think that is not what National
Insurance is for.”
The new single-tier state pension introduced this week will
be the centrepiece of the Coalition’s pension reform,
accompanied by the new auto-enrolment scheme that
automatically saves a sum from low-paid workers’ wages
into a retirement fund.
Mr Webb said that those two reforms will ensure that
people on low and average wages will be able to maintain
their standard of living in retirement. But high earners will
need to save more or work for longer to avoid a sharp fall in
their incomes after they stop work.

“If you are on a modest wage, a £7,000 state pension and an
auto-enrolment pension gets you not far short of your
current income. It’s not a cliff edge. But if you are on above
average earnings and you want to maintain your living stan
dards, you need to do more.”
He added: “In terms of saving more, most people probably
know that they are not putting much by.”
Mr Webb said that ministers will encourage more
employers to offer their staff “automatic escalation” deals
that earmark future pay rises for pension contributions. “No
one wants to put in extra cash now, but people are willing
to say, next time I have a pay rise, I commit now that part of
it will go into the pension,” he said. Evidence from the US
and other countries suggests that such schemes “work
pretty well,” he said.
The new flat-rate pension will mean that many higher
earners will receive a lower state pension than they would
have done under the current rules.
Mr Webb admitted that the new scheme would be less
beneficial to higher earners. However, he insisted that such
people would still have better retirement incomes than the
lower-paid because of their occupational pensions.
Source: www.telegraph.co.uk
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“One bedroom apartments with parking
from just 24 payments of £772.00 *”
Our bespoke ‘property for pension’ product is the only monthly
purchase plan for property investment on the market today.

Purchase a one bedroom
apartment with parking from just
24 payments of GBP£772.00
followed by guaranteed rental
income from completion covering
over 100% of your mortgage
payments, paying off your
purchase in just thirteen years.
With no further contributions
needed following your initial
24 months payments, you'll be
purchasing an income producing
asset for life.
UK: +44 (0) 845 676 9799
Malaysia: + (60) 10 549 4602
Dubai: + (971) 4311 6928
M. +44 (0) 7973 440091
F. +44 (0) 845 082 1113
E. enquiries@prosperityfund.co.uk
W. www.prosperityfund.co.uk
Eastcote Court, Barston Lane,
Hampton in Arden, Solihull, B92 0HR

Tangible,
simple and
easy to
understand

One beds with
parking from

GBP£61,750
USD $98,800

Unique
monthly property
pension plan
alternative

* 70% Mortgage

Crossword

Sudoku
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ACROSS

DOWN

1 Lovely home wants one evicted (3,3)
4 God shelters unknown ship that
goes after Zero the Hero (8)
9 Following peacekeepers, soldier
comes to kingdom (5)
10 Greek leader soon to host contest
millions follow (9)
11 Anything whatever in Big Apple is
mildly indecent (7)
12 As Hector to Achilles where bout
cancelled? (2,5)
13 Time, lunchtime perhaps, sets mood
(4)
14 Meets with an accident? (4,4)
17 Servant in violent incident at home
(8)
19 Present from Andromache returned
(4)
22 See 1 down
24 Coffee time? (7)
25 Museum has modified procedure
with bank (9)
26 Confederacy, or those opposed to it?
(5)
27 Cooked on both sides, done with a
piece of cake (4,4)
28 Boys in rhyme – one back in
doghouse (6)

1, 22 The thing fixed first (8,7)
2 Girl departs, carrying new black
vase with light damage (9)
3 Prophet, first in Isreal, heals
mysteriously outside (6)
5 Pathologist’s indication with gas lit
(13)
6 Son the one she loves in general (7)
7 Orient harbours UK ships having
extradited a German artist (5)
8 Buddhist community praised in
verse first couple from Halaesa (6)
10 Ulysses remake represented
modern-day exiles (6-7)
15 Manage without Conservative
helping process (9)
16 One watches from Bastille the 9s,
keeping temperature raised (8)
18 Bacterium found in rodents where
Sting resides? (7)
20 Catholic washing in very hot stream
to cover bodily stench (6)
21 Donkey taken to northern water
shows promise (6)
23 Mountain lake appreciated by old
male coming about (5)

Jargon Buster
Actively Managed
An investment strategy where the fund manager buys
and sells holdings with the intention of maximising
gains and minimising losses. Typically, active management allows the fund manager flexibility to adapt
to changing market conditions. This is the opposite of
passive management.
Asset Allocation
The proportion of each different asset class in an
investment portfolio.
Bonds
In simple terms, bonds or fixed interest securities are
loans to governments (gilts) and companies
(corporate bonds). These bonds are designed to pay
interest over a fixed term with the original loan being
repaid at the end of the term. The level of risk depends
on the credit worthiness of the government or
company issuing the bond.
Equities (also known as shares or stocks)
These are issued by companies usually listed and
traded on a stock exchange. Each share represents
ownership of part of the issuing company. Some
shares also pay an income in the form of a dividend.

Questions and remarks
For further information, please contact us via email at:
enquiry@montpeliermalaysia.com
Montpelier Malaysia Limited
Suite A-13-1, 13th Floor, Menara UOA Bangsar 5
Jalan Bangsar Utama 1, 59000, Kuala Lumpur, Malaysia
Phone: +603-2302 3399
Fax: +603-2302 3398
Website: www.montpeliermalaysia.com
Email: portfolio@montpeliermalaysia.com

Keeping you informed on
industry jargons

Passive management
This is an investment strategy where the investment
manager simply aims to match (as opposed to beat)
the index or benchmark that is set for the fund.
Valuation
This is when a fund manager measures and gives you
an estimated value of your investment in the fund at a
point in time.
Put Options
A put option gives the holder (buyer) the right but
not the obligation to sell an asset at a predetermined
price (exercise price), on a fixed date or within a
certain time frame in the future.
Options
These give the holder the right but not the obligation
to buy or sell an asset at a pre-determined price on a
fixed date or within a certain time period in the
future. The predetermined price is called the exercise
or strike price.
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Disclaimer
None of the information, whether in part or full, should be copied, reproduced or redistributed in any form nor should it be regarded as an offer or a solicitation of an offer for investment. The majority
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